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        The National Coastal Resilience Fund restores, increases and strengthens natural infrastructure to protect coastal communities while also enhancing habitats for fish and...
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              Ultimo Trolley, Ocean Park, San Juan - Dune Metrics - August 4, 2023
            
            
              
              
            
          

        
        
          
        
        
          
            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Ultimo Trolley, San Juan. This area consists of an area parallel to the road that is highly used as a sunbathing area....
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            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Pozo Brujo, Isabela. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by the extraction of sand for...
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            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Playa Las Tres Palmas, Loiza. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by the extraction of sand...
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            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Playa Aviones, Loiza. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by surfers and other beach users...
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            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Isla Bela, Isabela. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by the extraction of sand for...
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            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Playa Los Marullos, Loiza. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by people trying to reach the...
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            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Monte de Oca, Isabela. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by the extraction of sand for...
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            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for West of Pozo Brujo, Isabela. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by the extraction of sand...
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              Finca Bravo, Isabela - Dune metrics - August 01, 2023
            
            
              
              
            
          

        
        
          
        
        
          
            This file contains aerial imagery and metric data for Finca los Bravos, Isabela. This area consists of a breach in a primary dune that was created by the extraction of sand for...
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              West Secret Spot, Isabela - Dune metrics - August 6, 2023
            
            
              
              
            
          

        
        
          
        
        
          
            Dune metrics for ecological restoration sites along the north coast of Puerto Rico. These sites are being restored using the following methods: installation of wooden...
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